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The Design of Conditional Probability Computers 
A. M. UTTLEY 
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex, England 
A special purpose computer is described which calculates condi- 
tional probabilities. The input to the computer is a set of channels 
which are in either an active or inactive state. At any instant a partic- 
ular set of channels will, in general, be active; the computer calcu- 
lates the conditional probability of all the other channels, based on 
what has happened in the past. The computer can be extended to 
forecast the probability of future signals and the past can be weighed 
in any desired manner. Such a computer uses the illogical principle 
of induction and it can imitate many forms of animal learning. Full 
details are given for the construction of such machines. 
INTRODUCTION 
When the designer of automatic machines considers the problem of 
animal behavior, he finds himself in a peculiar and unfamiliar dilemma. 
In his normal work he never starts to design a machine without first 
knowing what mathematical equations are to be solved by the machine, 
what functions are to be computed, or what operations are to be per- 
formed. For example, memory, for him, is the storage of numbers; he 
cannot begin to design a "remembering" machine without first asking 
the question: "What numbers hall I store?" And to this there is no very 
clear answer from biology. To postulate that synapses have the nature 
of variable resistances or switches and to consider the consequences is 
to enter the field of computer design, but by a method of thought hat 
is the reverse of that of a machine designer, who always starts with a 
specification and deduces the necessary structure. 
Learning in an animal is seen in its simplest form in the conditioned 
reflex; such behavior has been imitated in a number of machines (Ashby, 
1948; Walter, 1953). Walter (1951) has enumerated a number of their 
essential requirements, and MacKay  (1950) has pointed out that an 
essential operation is the computation of transition probabilities. 
In two previous papers it was suggested that two particular mathe- 
matical principles might underlie the organization of nervous systems; 
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the first was that of classification (Uttley, 1954) and the second was 
that of conditional probability (Uttley, 1956a,b). There were the follow- 
ing conclusions. 
If a system is to classify patterns of activity in a set of input signals 
the following conditions must be met. (1) The inputs must be always 
in one of two states, active or inactive. (2) The inputs must be combined 
in as many ways as possible--ideally, in all possible ways. (3) There 
must be a unit for each combination, which indicates only if every input 
of the combination is active. (4) If temporal patterns are to be distin- 
guished each input must pass through a series of delays; the output of 
each delay must provide a separate input to the system of indicating 
units. A set of active inputs is said to define a pattern. 
Such a classification system has no storage mechanism so it is unaf- 
fected by past events. Its behavior closely resembles the innate behavior 
of animals when a particular motor pattern is released by a particular 
stimulus pattern. 
If each unit can store some measure of the number of times that it 
has indicated, the system contains all the data necessary for the com- 
putation of all conditional probabilities, that is, the probability of any 
pattern given that any other pattern is occurring now. This is a prin- 
ciple of induction or inference. 
It is shown that the behavior of such a conditional probability system 
closely resembles the following phenomena in the conditioning of ani- 
rams. (1) Positive and negative conditioning ofthe first type. (2) Experi- 
mental extinction. (3) External inhibition and disinhibition. (4) Posi- 
tire and negative induction. (5) Conditioning of the second type, that 
is, the learning of motor skills. (6) The two forms of extinction of this 
skill: (a) by ceasing to reward the correct response; (b) by rewarding 
incorrect responses. (Uttley 1956c) 
Certain practical difficulties disappear if the counting process in a 
unit, whereby it changes its state, is opposed by a continuous recovery 
process. If the recovery process follows a particular form of time course 
the system exhibits the phenomenon of spontaneous recovery. 
Suppose that a receptor surface is connected to such a system and 
that a spatiM stimulus pattern on the surface consistently undergoes a 
geometrical transformation; this might be a change in location, scale, 
or orientation. Then the system learns to treat such a transformed pat- 
tern as equivalent to the original; it can be said to imitate spatial pat- 
tern generalization. Conversely, the system can imitate differentiation. 
The system cannot imitate the kind of generalization which occurs, 
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for example, when a response conditioned to one tone is partially elicited 
by a neighboring tone. To describe this phenomenon the concepts of 
number and neighborhood must be introduced. 
The design of classification systems is discussed in the earlier paper. 
it is the aim of the present paper to discuss the design of conditional 
probability systems. Their possible resemblance to nervous systems is 
discussed in a further paper. 
A system which only classifies has two parts with separate functions. 
In the first part each binary input signal passes through a series of 
delays; each signal and all its delayed versions form inputs to the second 
part in which there is instantaneous classification (the distinguishing of 
patterns of activity in sets of channels). Such a system for two inputs 
is shown in Fig. la. Temporally it distinguishes only "before," simul- 
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FI~. l. The classification of canalo-temporal patterns of activity in two binary 
inputs. (a) A system of coincidence units and delays (shown as triangles) which 
distinguishes only "before," simultaneous," and "after." (b) The patterns which 
can be distinguished by the system. 
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taneous," and "after"; it can therefore distinguish all the spatiotemporal 
patterns of Fig. lb. 
No modification of the delay system is required if the classification 
system is extended in function to compute conditional probabilities, o 
delays will not be discussed further. The second part of the system will 
require, among other things, additional connections; those shown in 
the figure will still be required and they will now be called "counting 
connections" and be said to effect counting control. 
THE SPECIFICATION OF A CONDITIONAL ]~ROBABILITY SYSTEM 
The additional requirement for the specification ofa conditional prob- 
bability system is that when any set of inputs A becomes active then the 
unit which distinguishes the set B must contain p(B/A), the conditional 
probability of B, given A ; this must hold for any set B. 
The quantity p(B/A) is the number of times A and B have occurred 
jointly divided by the number of times A has occurred. There will be a 
unit in the classification system which distinguishes the joint set (AUB) 
so the most obvious new requirement is that every unit shall count, on 
some common scale, the number of times that it has indicated in the 
past. If A now occurs it is necessary to divide the count in the (AUB) 
unit by that in the A unit and to transfer the result o the B unit. And 
because p(B/A) is also the conditional probability of (AUB) given that 
A is occurring, p(B/A) must be transferred also the (AUB) unit. 
The design is greatly simplified if numbers are stored on a logarithmic 
scale; division is then replaced by subtraction, a much simpler operation 
to perform in a physical system. Even then, the transfer of a difference 
from one point to another is extremely difficult and it has been found 
necessary to simplify the specification so as to make possible a practical 
computing system. 
THE SPECIFICATION OF A CONDITIONAL CERTAINTY SYSTEM 
Let the specification of a conditional certainty system be that when 
any set A occurs, the unit which distinguishes any set B indicates if 
p(B/A) exceeds ome arbitrarily chosen threshold value; in so doing the 
system will be said to infer B from A. The B unit will be said to be in- 
dicating conditionally and the A unit to be indicating occurrence; it is 
important to distinguish these two ways of indicating. 
If a logarithmic counting scale is used, the design of such a system be- 
gins to become tractable. However, without a further proviso, the sys- 
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tem will compute logarithms of probabilities which are negative. To avoid 
this let each unit store log (K/N) where K is a constant and N is the 
number of previous counts; this stored quantity will be called a rarity 
and the rarity of the A unit will be written R(A). The criterion that 
p(B/A) exceed some threshold eis also that [R(AUB) - R(A)] be less 
than - log ~. Consequently, if the A unit indicates occurrence the quan- 
tity stored in it must be compared with that in the (AUB) unit; if the 
two quantities differ by less than some threshold value, the (AUB) unit 
must indicate conditionally. The A unit must effect his control for all 
B, that is, it must control all the units which distinguish supersets of A. 
Such units will be called superunits of the A unit and the function de- 
scribed will be called supereontrol. It is defined as follows: A unit which 
is indicating occurrence causes any superunit of it to indicate condition- 
ally if the rarity stored in the latter does not exceed that stored in the 
former by more than some critical amount. 
The second stage of the computation follows. If the (AUB) unit indi- 
cates conditionally then the B unit must do so too--there is no question 
here of comparing the states of these two units. Because any subset of 
(AUB) cannot be less probable than (AUB), then not only B but all the 
subsets of (AUB) must indicate conditionally. This form of control will 
therefore be called subcontrol. It is defined as follows: A unit which has 
been supercontrolled to indicate conditionally causes all of its subunits 
to indicate contionally. 
THE DESIGN OF CONDITIONAL CERTAINTY SYSTEMS 
i S IMPLE HYDRAUL IC  MODEL WITH ONLY Two INPUTS 
A very simple counter might  consist of a vessel containing liquid, a 
fixed amount  being removed at each count. Such  a system wou ld  count 
on a linear scale and rapidly become empty.  If the scale were logarithmic 
not only wou ld  the comput ing  be simpler but the counter wou ld  be emp-  
tied much more  slowly. There is no easy way  to achieve this practically 
but an exponential law wou ld  be approximatlye correct over a consider- 
able range and this law can be obtained if the act of counting consists 
in removing a fixed fraction of the present content f rom the vessel. Such  
a counter is shown in Fig. 2a. A syphon R connects two  containers CI 
and C2 ; normal ly tap $I is off and  Se is on. To  effect a count S~ is turned 
on and $2 is turned off at the same time; CI then empties. The  two taps 
are returned to their original poisitions and a fixed fraction of the liquid 
in C2 is syphoned into C~. The  height of the liquid in C2 is the measure  
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]ZIG. 2. A hydraulic omputer of conditional probabilities. (a) A counter using 
an exponential scale. (b) An equivalent electrical counter. (c) A simplified elec- 
trical counter. (d) A conditional certainty computer which indicates when condi- 
tional probabilities exceed a critical value. 
of the total count. If the taps act quickly $2 can be dispensed with. This 
has been done in the practical model. Equivalent electrical circuits are 
shown in Figs. 2b and 2c. The problems associated with the empty and 
full states of the counter will be discussed later. 
A diagram of the complete system is shown in Fig. 2d. There are three 
counters for the A, B, and AB units. Two input keys not shown operate 
the taps and switches associated with the A and B units and a simple 
mechanism operates the tap of the AB unit only if both keys are pressed. 
The contacts AI and B1 cause the lamps A and B to indicate. The con- 
tacts As and B2 in series cooperate to light the AB lamp. This electrical 
system only classifies and the lamps, which indicate occurrence, are lit 
by counting control. 
The requirement of supercontrol is that if lamp A indicates then lamp 
AB'  must also indicate if [R(AB) - R(A)] is less than some critical 
amount. The depths of water in the A unit and the AB unit are approxi- 
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mate measures of R(A) and R(AB). The difference in level of the two 
counters is measured by means of a U-tube, containing mercury, which 
is connected by means of syphons to thetwo counters. If the levels in the 
counters are equal an electrical contact is made between the mercury 
and a sealed-in wire; if the AB level exceeds the A level by more than a 
critical amount his contact is broken. The contact is connected between 
the A lamp and a new lamp AB' which indicates AB conditionally, that 
is, only if A occurs and p(AB/A) exceeds a threshold value. The super- 
control connection is shown as a dotted line. There is a similar circuit for 
B. 
The requirement of subcontrol is that if AB occurs conditionally then 
so do A and B. This function is performed by the lamps A' and B' 
through subcontrol connections which are shown as broken lines. 
Now consider what happens in the system if the events occur as fol- 
lows: 
A 111111 
B 1111111111 
The events A and B have occurred jointly four times, so 
p(B/A) = 4/6 
and 
p(A/B) = 4/10 
If the threshold for inference is chosen as one-half, the system should in- 
fer B from A but not A from B. The levels in the three counters will be 
as in Fig. 2d. The mercury switch between the A and AB units will be 
making contact, the other will not. If now A occurs the A lamp will 
indicate occurrence. Also, by the supercontrol connection, the AB' lamp 
will indicate conditionally. By the subcontrol connection the B I lamp will 
also indicate conditionally. (The fact that the A ~ lamp indicates may 
either be ignored or remedied by the addition of another contact on the 
A key.) On the other hand, if B occurs, only the B lamp will indicate-- 
the supercontrol connection being broken. 
THE WEIGHTING OF  PAST EVENTS 
Consider now the prob lem arising f rom the empty  state of a counter. 
This will not occur if the empty ing  process in counting is opposed by  a 
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FIG. 3. Counters  wi th  an approx imate ly  exponent ia l  weight ing funct ion:  (a) 
electr ical;  (b) hydraul ic .  
slow recovery process in the reverse direction; this can be achieved by 
arranging a supply to the counter from some datum level E0 as in Fig. 3. 
The change in state of a counter due to counting an event now slowly dis- 
appears; in consequence, recent events determine the state of the counter 
more than do past events. It can be shown that such a counter weights 
past events in an approximately exponential manner. The model then 
computes weighted conditional probabilities. 
There are several consequences of this change in design. First, if events 
have occurred at finite intervals over an infinite past the stored rarity 
will still remain finite; there is therefore no problem of a first count. 
Second, laecause tlze system no longer tends to a static state with all 
units empty, new events can give rise to changed conditional probabili- 
t ies-modif ied inferences. Third, for a conditional probahility to exceed 
the threshold level, the number of conjunctions needed will depend upon 
their separation in time. Fourth, if no events occur all counters will 
eventually become full and therefore at the same level. In consequence, 
quite incorrect inferences will be made. This point will be considered 
later. 
An actual record of the rarity computed in such a counter is shown in 
Fig. 4a. From P to Q an event occurs every 8 see, from Q to R there are 
no events, from R to S there is an event every 32 sec. Figure 41o shows a 
record of the rarities in the B and AB units of a conditional probability 
computer; the bottom curve shows [R(AB) - R(B)] on an enlarged 
scale. Before the instant To the patterns A and B have been occurring 
independently at mean intervals of 8 and 16 sec, respectively. From 
then on they occur jointly every 4 sec and the rarities in the A, B, and 
AB units tend to the same value. After some instant T1, R(AB) exceeds 
R(B) by less than some critical amount and the system is in a state to 
infer A from B. After the instant T2 no events occur; on account of the 
recovery mechanism the rarities in both the units now increase in the 
same way. Nevertheless [R(AB) -- R(B)] remains low so the fact that B 
implies A is not forgotten. 
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FIG. 4. Actual records of the state of units in a conditional certainty computer. 
(a) State of a unit with counting at a constant high rate from P to Q, no counting 
from Q to R and at a constant low rate from R to S. (b) States of B unit and AB 
unit and their difference in state on a larger scale. Before To, events A and B are 
independent; from T1 to T~ they occur simultaneously; after T: they do not occur. 
SPONTANEOUS RECOVERY 
If, after a long period of conditioning an animal, the conditioned reflex 
is extinguished by nonreinforcement of he unconditioned stimulus, the 
reflex will then recover spontaneously even if no further conditioning 
takes place. This means that the events which occurred uring the period 
of extinction are, for a while, given enhanced weight in comparison with 
the earlier ones but that as they sink into the past their weighting rela- 
tive to that of other past events tends to unity. With exponential weight- 
ing the contributions totheir counters of all events, recent and past, are 
divided by the same quantity ]~ exp( - t / to)  after any given time t. Be- 
cause, with the passage of time, the counts of all events are scaled down 
in exactly the same way by an exponential weighting function, this is 
the one function which can lead to no change at all in conditional proba- 
bilities and hence in inferences. 
A counter which will introduce spontaneous recovery into a conditional 
probability system must possess a weighting function of the form of the 
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FIG. 5. Counters which cause spontaneous recovery of conditioning: (a) The 
weighing function which gives greater weight to very recent events than does a 
single exponential  function. (b, c) Counters with a double exponential  weight ing 
function. (d, e) Counters with time constants distributed in depth. 
broken curve of Fig. 5a which gives even greater weight o recent events 
than does a single exponential function. An example of this is the sum of 
two exponential functions of different time constants. The electrical cir- 
cuit of Fig. 5b possesses such a weighting function and its recovery prop- 
erties have been tested in the actual computer; it is necessary that 
C~R3 >> C2R2. Short term storage takes place in the condenser C2, and 
the long term storage in C3 • An equivalent hydraulic ounter is shown 
in Fig. 5c; to produce time constants ofthe order of minutes the syphons 
R2 and R~ contain sections of narrow bore tubing. A complete hydraulic 
model using counting units of this form is shown in Fig. 6. It imitates 
positive conditioning, extinction, and recovery. 
Similar properties have been demonstrated with the counter shown in 
Fig. 5d, where B is a secondary battery. Short term storage takes place 
in the surface layers of the electrodes; long term storage takes place in 
deeper layers. The equivalent circuit of Fig. 5d is that of Fig. 5e with 
distributed capacity. 
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FIG. 6. A practical conditional certainty computer using hydraulic computation 
For comparison with biological structures the essential features of these 
weighted counters are summarized. (1) In the absence of events ome 
quantity must grow in an approximately exponential manner. (2) The 
act of counting consists in the destruction of some of this quantity, pref- 
erably a fairly constant fraction of its present value. (3) For spontaneous 
recovery of conditioned reflexes there must be storage in depth. 
THE FULL STATE OF A COUNTER AND THE SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF 
INPUTS AND UNITS 
If there is a sufficiently long period in which no events occur, all the 
units of the model will recover to the same datum level. It  follows that 
both the level detectors will make contact. Regardless of past events 
the model will therefore quite incorrectly infer B from A and A from B. 
For the model to function correctly there must be no such period of 
inactivity; one way in which this can be ensured is for the inputs, the 
units, or both to count spontaneously in the absence of external events. 
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No great harm will be done if this occurs at a low rate compared with 
that of actual events. If only the inputs count spontaneously and with 
statistical independence, the AB unit, which counts coincidences of A 
and B, will count more slowly than either of the A or B units. It will 
therefore stand at a higher arity level and the U-tubes will break con- 
tact. To be precise, the counting rate of the AB unit will be proportional 
to the product of the counting rates of the A and the B units. If the 
rarity stored in a unit were exactly proportional to the logarithm of 
the counting rate the level of the AB unit would be exactly the sum of 
the levels of the other two units; this will be approximately true. After 
a period of no external events all inferences tored in such a system 
will be lost. This behavior is logically correct since it is based, in the 
model, on spurious events which have been defined as statistically inde- 
pendent. 
If the units count spontaneously, as well as the inputs, there will be 
some additional counts in the AB unit. Its level will therefore be some- 
what less than the sum of those of the A and the B units. The random 
activity will therefore cause stored inferences to be lost rather more 
slowly. Either way this phenomenon must be clearly distinguished from 
extinction which is due to the consistent occurrence ofone input without 
the other. 
A CONDITIONAL CERTAINTY SYSTEM WITH THREE INPUTS 
Such a system requires seven identical units. The connections for 
counting control are as in Fig. 7a. For supercontrol there must be con- 
nections from each unit to all its superunits and for subcontrol there 
must be connections from each unit to all its subunits. The two systems 
of connections are identical, as can be seen from Fig. 7b, but the two 
forms of control are in opposite directions and are different in nature. 
Supercontrol is conditional upon the relative states of units; subcontrol 
is unconditional. It is possible to construct a computer which does use 
the same physical channels for both forms of control, but at the cost of 
added complexity in the design of a universal unit. At this stage, there- 
fore, supercontrol and subcontrol will be separated physically, as in Fig. 
7c. 
Itwil l  be noticed that the system of connections for counting control 
is contained in the supercontrol system. However, counting control is 
different from supercontrol so, at this stage, its control channels will 
also be separated physically. It is possible to arrange counting and 
supercontrol in common channels. 
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FIG. 7. Connections for a conditional certainty system; (a) Counting connec- 
tions. (b) Connections for supercontrol and subcontrol. (c) Complete connective 
system. KEY: full line, counting control; broken line, supercontrol and subcon- 
trol; dotted line, control which inhibits incorrect supercontrol. 
The complete system is shown in Fig. 7c. It will function correctly 
except in one very important situation. Suppose that past events have 
been as follows: 
A 11111 
B 1 11 
C 111 1 1 
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so that 
p(B/A) = 3/5 
p(B/C) =- 1/5 
p(B/AC) = 1/3 
If the critical probability is taken as 1/2 the system must infer B if A 
occurs alone but not if A and C occur jointly. In terms of conditioning, 
B is conditioned to A and C is an external inhibitor. 
In the model, if the A input is active the A unit will indicate occur- 
rence. It will then cause the AB unit to indicate conditionally because 
p(B/A) = 3/5. Then, by subcontrol, the AB unit will cause B to indi- 
cate conditionally; this sequence is all correct. If now A and C occur 
jointly the above events will still occur--unless some new rule is made. 
However there will be new events. The AC unit will indicate occurrence 
but it will fail to affect the ABC unit because p(ABC/AC) is equal to 
1/5. Regarding the inference of B, the position is now that the AB unit 
is saying yes and the ABC unit is saying no. Control by the ABC unit, 
which is a superunit of the AB unit, is correct because it is based on more 
data. There must therefore be an addendum to the earlier rule that a 
counting unit effects upereontrol. Only the counting unit which indicates 
the total set occurring may effect supercontrol. Supercontrol by any sub- 
unit of the counting unit is incorrect and must be inhibited. 
So far every connection and form of control has been excitatory in na- 
ture, but inhibitory connections must now be introduced together with 
a new rule of design: A unit which is counting inhibits supercontrol by its 
subunits. 
In the previous situation where the system of Fig. 7c does not func- 
tion correctly, the AC unit counts and inhibits the supercontrol f the 
AB unit by the A unit. If the past events are as follows: 
so that 
A 11111 
B 111 111 
C 11111 
p(B/A) = 3/5 
p(B/C) = 3/5 
p(B/AC) = 0 
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and AC occurs, then, by the above rule, the AC unit must inhibit super- 
control by both the A and the C units. The necessary inhibitory connec- 
tions are indicated by arrows in Fig. 7c. 
I f the past events are as follows: 
A 11111 
B 11111 
C 11111 
and AC occurs, the AC unit will, by the above rule, inhibit the A V and 
BC uni£s from indicating conditionally; but this misrepresentation will
be removed by the system of subcontrol connections. The ABC unit 
will indicate conditionally and then, by subcontrol, cause all its subunits 
to indicate. It can be shown that for a system with many inputs there 
are no further conflicts of control or rules of design. 
A PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL COMPUTER 
An electronic design, due to G. Russell (1957), for the unit of a condi- 
tional certainty system is shown in Fig. 8a. There is one unit for every 
set of inputs. 
There are two parts to the circuit, a counter for computing rarity and 
a trigger circuit for detecting whether conditional rarity is less than the 
critical value which defines certainty. The counting connections from 
inputs of the system to the "count-in" points of units are as in Fig. 8b. 
The contacts a, b, c, etc. are made for nonoccurrence and broken for oc- 
currence. The "count-in" point of the (abc) unit will drop from +70 v 
to earth only if the a, b, and c contacts are all broken. The relay A will 
then disoperate. 
The resistance R2 and the condensers C1 and C~ form the counting cir- 
cuit of Fig. 2b. The voltage across C2 controls the cathode follower V1 
whose cathode voltage VR is a measure of the rarity of the set of inputs. 
In the absence of counting this voltage rises exponentially to -~70 v 
with a time constant of about 4 rain. In the act of counting, relay A, 
normally operated, disoperates momentarily and a fixed fraction of the 
charge in C2 is removed by C1. VR is reduced accordingly. At the same 
time a pulse, whose amplitude is the rarity voltage VR, is fed via con- 
tacts As to 01 the supercontrol utput point of the circuit. From here it 
passes via isolating diodes, not shown in the diagram, to the supercontrol 
input points/1 of superunits to be compared with their rarity voltages. 
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If any one of the voltages exceeds V~ by less than the threshold amount 
the corresponding unit is triggered into the state of certainty. Similarly, 
the rarity voltages of subunits may appear at the input point Ii of this 
unit to determine whether it should be in a state of certainty, If the re- 
sistance R5 is zero, the full value of therarity of the unit is applied across 
condenser C3 whose right-hand point is earthed via D3and R6i If the A2 
contacts of some subunit moves from right to left indicating a change 
from uncertainty to certainty, the rarity voltage of the subunit is ap- 
plied, in this unit, to the junction between D2 and C3. If the applied 
voltage exceeds that of this unit there is a positive pulse at the grid of 
V~. This triggers the monostable circuit containing valves V2 and V3 
so that the relay B, normally operated, is disoperated to represent condi- 
tional certainty. Because the amplitude of the applied pulse depends on 
the excess rarity, the time of disoperation of the relay can vary. To pre- 
vent this, contacts B3 apply a standard negative pulse to the cathode of 
V2. 
To introduce the threshold effect, a battery could be inserted between 
the cathode of V1 and the diode D2. The battery voltage would be fixed 
only if VR were strictly proportional to the logarithm of the mean inter- 
val between events. This is not so in the present circuit and the threshold 
effect has been obtained approximately by inserting the fixed resistor 
Rs. In consequence, the conditional probability which defines certainty 
depends to some extent on the mean interval between events. 
If the unit counts, relay A disoperates and point/1 is earthed via con- 
tacts A3 ; but In is connected to the supercontrol utput points 01 of sub- 
units so they are prevented from exerting supercontrol in accordance 
with rule of inhibition. 
If relay B is operated by the trigger circuit contacts B1 cause a lamp 
L~ to indicate conditionally. For subcontrol contacts B2 send a negative 
pulse to the point/2 in every subunit. This triggers the monostable cir- 
cuit and causes the subunit o indicate conditionally. 
A computer based on this unit is shown in Fig. 9. There are five input 
keys labelled j, k, l, m, and n. There is a counting unit for every possible 
conjunction of these inputs, with a lamp to indicate either actual occur- 
rence or implied certainty. The latter has been chosen arbitrarily to be 
defined by a conditional probability of one-half. In the photograph the 
inputs l and m have been activated; this has caused the (l), (m), and 
(lm) units to indicate. But the (j) unit is indicating by inference because, 
in the past, whenever there was a conjunction of l and m, j also occurred 
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FIG. 9. A practical conditional certainty computer using electronic omputation. 
oRen, as in  the following table: 
j O1OO1OOOO 
1 110110111 
m 011011010 
Necessarily, the patterns (jl), (jm), and (tim) are also indicated by in- 
ference. 
VARIATIONS OF DESIGN 
COUNTING CONTROL 
A unit must indicate occurrence if all the inputs to it are active. The 
number of inputs to a unit is not constant, so it might appear that a 
universal design for a unit is not possible. However, a classification sys- 
tem can be designed around a unit which counts if a critical number of 
inputs to it are active. This critical number must be at least two and 
there is a new requirement in the design of the unit: I f  a unit indicates 
occurrence it must emit a pulse which can effect counting control of other 
units. 
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FiG. 10. Connection for a classification system whose counters operate on a 
threshold of the active inputs. 
If the critical number of pulses to effect counting is two the system of 
connections takes its simplest form, which is shown in Fig. 10. It can be 
extended indefinitely. If the two connections to the "count-in" point of 
a unit are both active the unit indicates occurrence and emits a pulse at 
the point "count-out." 
The (abcl) unit will count only if it receives pulses from the (ab) and 
(ac) units, that is, if the inputs a and b and c are active. As far as classi- 
fication is concerned, the units (abcl), (abc2), and (abc3) are alternative; 
but if the counting connections were also to mediate supercontrol and 
subcontrol, all three units would be required. 
In an earlier paper (Uttley, 1954) a system of connections i  described 
for a unit which must receive at least ten simultaneous pulses for it to 
indicate occurrence. If the critical number were unity no classification 
system could be devised; it is the cooperation oftwo or more pulses which 
makes classification possible. Cragg and Temperley (1954) have pointed 
out this fact of cooperation i  a population of neurons. 
SYMMETRICAL INFERENCE 
It is possible to modify a conditional certainty system so that when 
set A occurs, set B is indicated conditionally if not only p(B/A) exceeds 
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a threshold value but also p(A/B) exceeds a threshold. In this case A 
and B are related in a way which resembles logical equivalence. For 
example, if A and B have occurred as follows: 
A 11111111 
B 1111111 
p(B/A) is 5/8 and p(A/B) is 5/7. If the threshold is taken as one-half, 
the system will infer A from B and B from A. 
Such a change of design must be made if the system is to imitate cer- 
tain phenomena of second type conditioning in animals (Konorski, 
1948; Uttley, 1956c). The function of subcontrol must be redefined inthe 
following way: A unit which has been supereontrolled to indicate con- 
ditionally causes any subunit of it to indicate conditionally only if the 
rarity stored in the former does not exceed that stored in the latter by 
more than some critical amount. 
MULTIPLE INFERENCE 
If, as a result of supercontrol, a unit indicates conditionally it super- 
controls all its subnnits. The computation is then complete--the system 
has made an inference--and o further units will indicate unless further 
inputs become active. But without any further data two further ques- 
tions may be asked. Suppose that the pattern A occurs and the system 
infers the pattern B. Then what can be inferred from A and B jointly 
and what can be inferred from B alone? 
These questions may be rephrased in mathematical form: For what 
set X doesp(X/AUB) exceed the threshold? For what set X does p(X/B) 
exceed the threshold? 
To answer the first question all units must be supercontro]led by the 
(AUB) unit which was supercontrolled. To the original rule that count- 
ing units effect supercontrol there must be an addendum: Supercontrol 
is effectsd by units which are indicating either by counting control or super- 
control. 
Inthe following situation p(B/A) = 3/5 and p(C/AB) = 2/3: 
A 11111 
B 11111 
C 11 
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With the above change in design and a certainty threshold of 1/2 then, 
if A occurs, A implies B and AB implies C--this despite the fact that 
p(C/A) is 2/5, which is less than the threshold value. Thus the indica- 
tions of the units of the system no longer truly describe the past data 
received at its inputs. 
Having made two inferences the system will continue to do so, but 
eventually this activity must cease for the following reason. The data 
from which the inferences are made form a growing set of properties or 
conditions and these are steadily narrowing down the ensemble from 
which the probabilities are computed. For example, with past data as 
follows: 
A 11111 
B 11111 
C 11111 
D 11111 
E 11111 
A implies B, AB implies C, and ABC implies D, but ABCD does not im- 
ply E because p(E/ABCD) does not exceed one-half. 
Consider now the second question. To answer it all units must be su- 
percontrolled by the B unit which was subcontrolled. Accordingly, to 
the original rule of supercontrol there must be a different addendum: 
Supercontrol is effected by units which are indicating either by counting 
control or subcontrol. 
With this change in design the system is capable of inferring indefi- 
nitely- i f  the data allow. For example, with past events as follows: 
A 11111 
B 11111 
C 1111111 
D 11 11 
if A occurs then A implies B and B implies C, but C does not imply D, 
or B, or A. Thus there is a finite train of inferences. On the other hand, 
with past events as follows: 
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A 11111 
B 11111 
C 1 1111 
D 111 11 
E 1 111 1 
if A occurs then A implies B implies C implies D implies A implies...  :
a regenerative loop has been formed and the system is capable of main- 
tained internal activity. It is interesting to note that, under certain cir- 
cumstances, this activity can be stopped by the occurrence of a new 
input E. For example, B implies C because p(C/B) = 3/5. However sup- 
pose that, at the moment when B is being implied by A, the imput E 
occurs. Then for the C unit, the system will compute not p(C/B) but 
p(C/BE), which is 1/3. Hence the C unit will not indicate, the cycle will 
have been broken, and activity will cease. On the other hand, had E 
occurred while A was being implied, the chain would not have been 
broken because p(B/AE) equals 3/4. 
THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN EXTERNAL EVENTS AND INTERNAL INFER- 
ENCES 
A step has been taken towards confusing occurrence and implied cer- 
tainty. This has not been complete because only occurring events have 
been counted. Although the above system may be capable of self-main- 
tained activity this is still based on numbers which are the counts of 
actual events. Consequently, if A implies B, A will always imply B. Let 
the final step be taken of identifying the two forms of indication in a 
unit; for example, in the design of Fig. 7a, let the A and B contacts be 
combined on a single relay which is the only indicator of the unit. 
The rule of supercontrol will now be that supercontrol is effeeted by a 
unit which indicates either by counting control, supercontrol, or subcontrol. 
The system will therefore have the properties of both the systems de- 
scribed in the previous ection. What is even more important, a unit 
will make a combined count of all events, occurring or implied. 
As a consequence of the self-maintained activity the system will now 
construct an internal state which is no longer a statistical description 
of the external events which provide its input data. 
The system has an interesting property of storage. Once a closed 
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chain of inferences has been made, whether valid or invalid, the cyclic 
activity in this chain will keep the conditional probabilities above thresh- 
old value. This method of cyclic regeneration, used in most electronic 
digital computers, renders unnecessary any long-term storage principle. 
However the system exists only in a system which does not distinguish 
occurrence from inference, and then it applies only to closed chains of 
inferences. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A system for computing conditional probabilities must have all the 
features of a classification system. An additional requirement is that each 
unit must count and store, on some scale, the number of times that it 
has indicated. If a logarithmic scale is used the design of the system is 
simpler. The design of a unit is simpler ff it is permitted, between counts, 
to recover from their effect. These conditions are met, approximately, 
if: (1) When any unit is not indicating the occurrence of the correspond- 
ing set of inputs, some physical quantity associated with it grows, pref- 
erably in an approximately exponential manner. (2) When any unit in- 
dicates occurrence this physical quantity is decreased, preferably by a 
fairly constant fraction of its present value. The stored quantity is 
called the rarity of the set of inputs. 
If a set of inputs B includes a set A then the unit which indicates 
the occurrence of set B is called a superunit of the A unit. Conversely, 
the A unit is called a subunit of the B unit. Additional systems of con- 
nections are required between units. There is a connection from each 
unit to all its superunits by which it exerts supercontrol upon them. 
There is a separate connection from each unit to all its subunits by 
which it exerts ubcontrol upon them. The function of these connections 
is simplified ff the system has only to indicate whether any conditional 
probabilities exceed some arbitrary value. In such a system, called a 
conditional certainty system, there are now two forms of indication: ff 
a set of inputs becomes active the unit which distinguishes it is said to 
indicate occurrence; ff the conditional probability of a set exceeds the 
arbitrary value the corresponding unit is said to indicate conditionally. 
The functions of supercontrol and subcontrol in this simplified system 
can now be defined. By supercontrol, a unit which is indicating occur- 
rence causes any superunit of it to indicate conditionally ff the rarity 
stored in the latter does not exceed that stored in the former by more 
than some critical amount. By subcontrol, a unit which has been super- 
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control led to indicate condit ional ly causes M1 of its subunits to indicate 
condit ional ly.  If  the system has more than two inputs there is one fur- 
ther rule: A uni t  which is counting inhibits supercontrol  by  its subunits.  
Two pract ical  computers are described which d isp lay all the effects 
descr ibed in the earl ier paper.  
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